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Abstract 
 
With the development of computational fluid dynamics (CFD), studies on shipbuilding and maritime issues in-

cluding free-surface wave flow have been conducted. Although the volume of fluid (VOF) and level-set methods 
are widely used to study the free-surface wave flow, disadvantages exist. In particular, it takes a long time to ob-
tain solutions. In this study, a free-surface capturing code is developed for ship and offshore structures. The de-
veloped code focuses on accuracy and computation time. Open source CFD libraries, termed OpenFOAM, are 
used to develop the code. The results obtained using the developed code are compared with those obtained using 
interFoam. The results show that the developed code could be used to capture the free-surface wave flow without 
numerical diffusion; moreover, the accuracy of the developed code is largely the same as that of interFoam. 
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1. Introduction  

With the development of computational fluid dynamics (CFD), methods of solving hydrodynamic problems in 

the maritime and ocean engineering field have been studied. Unlike other fields, the maritime and ocean engi-

neering field is characterized by the free-surface wave flow where the water and air phases meet. The analysis of 

the free-surface wave flow remains a difficult problem, and research on this field has been continuing. The vol-

ume-of fluid (VOF) (Muzaferija et al., 1999; Ubbink, 1996; Waclawczyk and Koronowicz, 2008) and level-set 

(Sussman et al., 1994; Sethian, 1996) methods are widely used to analyze the free-surface wave flow using CFD. 

The VOF method has an advantage in that it can be used to capture the strongly varying free-surface wave flow; 

however, the disadvantage is that it causes numerical diffusion. Thus, several studies have been conducted to 

reduce the smearing of the free-surface wave flow (Rusche, 2002; Wang et al., 2009; Park et al., 2016). The 

level-set method has no disadvantages regarding the smearing of the free-surface wave flow but it does not satis-

fy the mass conservation. 

In this study, a free-surface wave-flow capturing code is developed by applying the SWENSE method (Ferrant 

et al., 2002), which helps in separately computing the incident and diffracted waves. In the development of the 

code, the open source CFD libraries, termed the OpenFOAM, were used. The incident waves were analyzed 

using a stream function based on a fully nonlinear potential flow (Rieneckeer and Fenton, 1981). The diffracted 

waves were analyzed using the level-set method (Kissling et al., 2010). For the wave-boundary conditions, 
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waves2Foam was used (Jacobsen, 2012).  

The accuracy of the developed code is compared with that of the “interFoam” code, which is a two-phase flow 

solver provided in “OpenFOAM.” The “interfoam” is based on the VOF method and has been used in hydrody-

namic problems in the maritime and ocean engineering fields such as ship resistance (Park et al., 2016, Seo et al., 

2017), ship self-performance (Shen and Wan, 2014; Shen et al., 2015), cavitation, (Park and Rhee, 2013; Park 

and Rhee, 2015), maneuvering (Shen et al., 2015), and ocean waves (Jacobsen et al., 2012; Higuera et al., 2013a; 

Higuera et al., 2013b).  

This paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the problem and discusses the computational 

methods. Subsequently, the result and discussion are described. Finally, some conclusions are given. 

2. Model Description 

The Wigley model ship has long been studied because of its simple parabolic profile and is used to generate the 

wave pattern of general ships (Journee, 1992; Beddhu et al., 1998). The hull form of the Wigley model ship is 

defined as follows. 
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where, L, B, and T denote the length, width, and draft of the ship, respectively. The ratios of the length to the 

width (L/B) and the width to the draft (B/T) were 10 and 1.6, respectively, in this study. The length of the ship is 

1 m at the draft, the width of the ship is 0.05 m at the draft, and the length at the draft is 0.289 m. The orthogonal 

coordinate system was used for the computations. The x, y, and z axes represent the downstream, starboard, and 

vertical directions, respectively. 

The length of the Wigley was 6 m, and the speed was 2 m/s. The Fr number is 0.26, and the Re number is 1.4 × 

107. In this study, the wave height of the regular wave was 0.196 m, the wave period was 1.87276 sec., and the 

wavelength was 11.84 m. The head wave is considered and the motion due to the wave is neglected.  

3. Computational Methods 

3.1 Governing equations 

The SWENSE approach (Ferrant et al., 2002) helps in classifying the solution variables into incident and dif-

fracted components.  
 

 DI hhh +=  (2) 

 

where h denotes the wave elevation, I is the incident component, and D is the diffracted component. hI is the 

solution of the stream function, and hD is an adjustment used to satisfy the mass and momentum-conservation 

equations. The height of the free-surface elevation is divided into the incident and diffracted wave components. 

Because the incident wave components are computed using a stream, accurate solutions can be obtained even 

when the grid is farther from the hull. Because the stream function is based on the potential flow, the computing 

time is faster, which is an added advantage. 

The velocity vector ( u
r

) is expressed as follows.  
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The mass-conservation equation is expressed as follows. 
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×Ñ is neglected in the potential flow. The momentum-conservation equation (Vukčević et al., 2016) is 

expressed as follows. 
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Here, mm,eff = mm +mm,t, where mm is the molecular viscosity, and the subscripts eff and t denote the effective 

and turbulent flows, respectively. Here, the value of μt is calculated using the k-ε turbulent flow model based 

on the Boussinesq hypothesis (Shih et al., 1995). The kinetic energy of the turbulent flow (k) and dissipation 

rate of the turbulence (ε) can be calculated as follows.  
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Here, Gk and Gb represent the kinetic energies of the turbulent flow due to the velocity gradient and buoyan-

cy, respectively. For the computation, the values of 0.09, 1.44, 1.9, 1.0, and 1.2 corresponding to Cμ, C1ε, C2, 

σk, and σε are used, respectively. The value of μt is calculated from ρmCμk
2/ε. Sk and Sε are the source terms. 

For the near-wall treatment, the wall function (Park et al., 2013) was applied. 

3.2 Numerical methods 

The mass and momentum-conservation equation and turbulence model were solved based on the unsteady 

pressure-based cell-centered finite volume method. The PIMPLE algorithm was selected for the velocity and 

pressure coupling (Vukčević et al., 2016). The van Leer scheme was used for the convection term, and the 

central differencing scheme was employed for the diffusion term. To accelerate the solution convergence 

process, the algebraic multi-grid (AMG) method was used with the Gauss–Seidel iterative algorithm. 
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Fig. 1 Wave-boundary conditions 

4. Results and Discussion 

Because the shape of the Wigley is symmetrical, only half is considered. The computational domain is set 

as −3 ≤ x/L ≤ 10, 0 ≤ y/L ≤ 2, and −2.5 ≤ z/L ≤ 0.5. The hydrostatic pressures at the inlet and outlet bounda-

ries were set using the Dirichlet boundary conditions. A no-slip condition was set on the surface of the 

Wigley model ship. The generation and damping zones of the waves are based on the boundary conditions 

using “waves2Foam” (Jacobsen et al., 2012). The wave-generating zone is set as −3 ≤ x/L ≤ −2, whereas the 

wave-damping zones are set as 1.5 ≤ y/L ≤ 2 and 8 ≤ x/L ≤ 10.  

The unstructured grid is employed using the hanging node and cut-cell methods. The number of grids used 

is 400000. Figure 2 shows the generation of the fine grid around the bow and wave. The first grid height on 

the surface of the Wigley model ship was created by adjusting the average value of y+ to be approximately 

100. The computations continued until the residual changes in the physical quantities reach below 10−4.  

The wave pattern around the Wigley is computed using the developed code. Figure 3 shows the wave pro-

file of the hull obtained using the developed code and “interFoam.” The result of the developed code is di-

vided into the incident wave component using the stream function and the diffracted wave component using 

the level-set method. When the incident crest wave passes the bow of the Wigley, the maximum wave 

height occurs at the back of the bow because of the interference with the bow. Similarly, when the incident 

trough wave passes through the trough, the lowest wave height occurs at the back of the bow because of the 

interference with the bow. Because the “interFoam” is used to capture the free surface using the VOF meth-

od, a volume fraction of 0.5 is set to the free surface, and subsequently, the profile is plotted. The results 

show that the hull-wave profiles obtained using the developed code are largely the same as that obtained 

using the “interFoam.” Because the “interFoam” has been verified in many cases (Park et al., 2016; Seo et 

al., 2017; Shen and Wan, 2014; Shen et al., 2015), the accuracy of the code developed in this study is con-

sidered similar to that of the “interFoam.”  

 

 
Fig. 2 Grid around Wigley 
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 (a) Wave crest passes bow  (b) Wave trough passes bow 

 

Fig. 3 Hull wave profile 

 

Figure 4 shows the dynamic pressure contours on the surface of the Wigley hull. The dynamic pressure is 

the pressure minus the hydrostatic pressure. The dynamic pressure is high at the wave crest and it is low at 

the wave trough. The physical characteristics of the ocean wave is well expressed using the developed code. 

 
 (a) Wave crest passes bow (b) Wave trough passes bow 

 

Fig. 4 Hull dynamic pressure contours 

 

  
 (a) Incident wave (b) Incident + diffracted waves 

 
Fig. 5 Wave pattern around Wigley with crest wave at bow obtained using present code 

 

 
Fig. 6 Wave pattern around Wigley with crest wave at bow using the interFoam 
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 (a) Incident wave (b) Incident + diffracted waves 

 

Fig. 7 Wave pattern around Wigley with trough wave at bow obtained using present code 

 

 
Fig. 8 Wave pattern around Wigley with trough wave at bow by interFoam 

 

Figure 5 shows the incident and diffracted waves when the crest of the wave is passing over the bow using 

the developed code. The incident wave is calculated using the stream function. Generally, the CFD consider-

ing the viscosity has a disadvantage in that the free surface smears because of the numerical diffusion 

around the coarse grids in the far field. However, because the code developed in this study uses the stream 

function, it has a characteristic to transmit the wave profile accurately regardless of the grid size. Figure 5(b) 

shows the wave pattern around the Wigley considering both the incident and diffracted waves. The figure 

shows that the incident and diffracted waves due to the Wigley are well captured. Figure 6 shows the result 

obtained using the “interFoam.” Because the purpose of this study is to test the accuracy of the developed 

code, an accurate solution is obtained as far as possible by finely arranging the grid in the far field. The 

wave pattern obtained using the “interFoam” is largely the same that obtained using the code developed in 

this study. The computational results of the “interFoam” show that the volume fraction is between 0 and 1; 

thus, smearing around the side and stern of the Wigley is observed. In terms of the accuracy, the code was 

well developed and there was no smearing, which is a disadvantage of the “interFoam.” 

Figure 7 shows the incident and diffracted waves when the trough of the wave is passing over the bow us-

ing the developed code. The incident waves are well calculated without a numerical diffusion. The wave 

pattern obtained by solving the level-set equations is well captured without any numerical diffusion. How-

ever, it is expected that numerical diffusion occurs slightly in the crest around the stern side because of the 

unstructured grid. Figure 8 shows the result computed using the “interFoam.” Figure 7 shows that the over-

all wave pattern is identical to that obtained using the developed code. However, in Figure 7, smearing is 

observed different locations. 

5. Conclusions 

One of the issues in the maritime and ocean engineering field is the free-surface wave flow where the air 

and water phases are in contact. The approach using CFD to capture the free surface is still a challenging 

topic. The VOF and level-set methods are used to analyze the free surface; however, both the methods have 

advantages and disadvantages. In this study, a code is developed by dividing the wave elevation of the free 

surface into the incident and diffracted wave components. This is the same approach as that used in the 

SWENSE method. The code was developed using open CFD libraries, termed OpenFOAM. The incident 
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wave component was calculated using the stream function based on the potential flow. This makes it possi-

ble to obtain a fast and precise solution regardless of the grid size and scheme in the far field of the object. 

The diffracted wave components were computed using the level-set method. The level-set method was 

applied to this code because there is no smearing of the free surface, and the wave elevation itself is used as 

a variable. 

The developed code was applied to the wave flow around the Wigley. In the developed code, the wave 

pattern is obtained by adding the incident and diffracted wave components. The incident wave was calcu-

lated without any numerical diffusion, and the final wave pattern obtained using the developed code was in 

good agreement with that obtained using “interFoam.” Because the accuracy of “interFoam” has been con-

firmed in many articles, it can be confirmed that the code developed in this study has high accuracy. In 

addition, the computational results show that the numerical diffusion seen in “interFoam” is not found in 

the developed code; hence, the accuracy of the developed code is high. 

In this study, only the Wigley is considered. The developed code will be applied to various ships and off-

shore structures in the future. In addition, the computations for various ships and offshore structures with 

motions will be conducted, and the results will be compared with those obtained using “interFoam.” 
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